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Two letters challenging the func-
tion and value of citation analysis
arrived in my office recently, and I
believe they merit a response for all
of The Scientist’s readers to ponder.
Monitoring the scientific Literature
and developing statistics on the ex-
tent to which articles are referenced
by subsequent authors have been
consuming interests of mine for
more than 30 years. I have consis-
tently maintained that it is both intel-
lectually worthwhile and
professionally beneficial for scien-
tists to understand the limitations as
well as the virtues of the field of
scientometrics.

One of the letters echoes a sur-
prisingly widespread notion that ci-
tation analysis encourages
mediocrity, or “consensus science.”
The writer asks: “If success is meas-
ured by citation analysis, won’t sci-
entists shy away from original and
venturesome fields that don’t pro-
duce strong citation records?’ That
is, will scientists abandon an excit-
ing, potentially ground-breaking
project or area of study that, when
reported on, is unlikely to gain im-
mediate attention from other re-
searchers?

For responsible, intellectually
honest scientists, the notion of statis-

tics functioning as a determinant,
rather than a reflection, of behavior
is absurd. Of course, a few dubiously
motivated researchers, hoping to
grab in any way they can the atten-
tion of department heads or potential
employers, will seek out any device
that may enhance their name recog-
nition and beef up their c.v.’s. But
this is clearly an abuse of citation
analysis. Blaming a measurement
method for its abuses is like blaming
a badly used slide rule for the col-
lapse of the Tacoma Bridge.

The truth is, citation analysis, like
peer review, can deliver a variety of
messages—good, bad, or indiffer-
ent. It’s a valuable indicator; it’s one
way of revealing where the action is
in science; it’s not a directive to the
research community to drop what
it’s doing and suddenly switch fo-
cus.

It should be noted that, over the
years, Current Contents has identi-
fied through citation frequency
analysis thousands of published ar-
ticles that attracted a relatively high
number of references—works we
call “Citation Classics.” However,
along with the many strikingly
“original and venturesome” articles
that drew immediate attention were
hundreds that the science estab-
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lishment at first refused to acknow-
ledge. They weren’t on the “hit”
charts at all. Indeed, leading journals
such as Nature, Science, and the
New England .lournal of Medicine
rejected many manuscripts that ulti-
mately were published elsewhere.
Over time, they went onto be highly
cited and very influential. Citation
analysis is a messenger. It doesn’t
“prescribe” anything; it merely “de-
scribes.” If thousands of scientists
around the world suddenly start to
“shy away” from inspired, authenti-
callyy driven research-don’ t blame
this messenger!

The second communication,
from an academic scientist in Ari-
zona, urged me to “stop writing such
nonsense.” He was referring to an
article on page 14 of the April 19,
1993, issue of The Scientist, which
listed the most cited—’’hot,” in our
terminology-papers of 1992. He
was particularly aggrieved that most
of the papers had been published
earlyin 1992, thus giving them more
time than others to be referenced in
subsequent works. Well, that’s
true-but we make note of that in
our text. Anyone who has studied

the Institute for Scientific Informa-
tion’s data over the years knows
enough to make allowances for this
obvious qualification.

On the other hand, we’ve learned
from experience that a high percent-
age of papers in the annual citation
“hit parade” go on to be cited in an
extraordinarily large number of pub-
lications over the long run.

Again, our effort is to present a
useful and interesting indicator of
trends and achievement—and what
we do present is incontrovertibly
true. We present the facts, the num-
bers-the “stats;’ if you will. What
others do with those facts is a func-
tion of their intellectual curiosity,
their wit, their “human interest” in
the activity of the international sci-
entific community, and their fasci-
nation with what is transpiring in
their own disciplines and the ones
that may be far afield.

To my two correspondents: Cita-
tion analysis provides a perspective
for examining scientific activity;
only if it is misunderstood and mis-
used could it possibly discourage
scientific inventiveness or justif y its
characterization as “nonsense.”
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